EU declaration of conformity

The product(s)... LR3 LR3y

Type reference in its various configurations:

Model: LR3 may be followed by blank, y, ADV be followed by 1007, 1015, 1022, 1030, 2040, 2055, 3110, 3150, 011, 015, 022, 030, 037, 055, 090,160, 200, 250, 315, 355, 400

This declaration of conformity is issued under sole responsibility of the manufacturer
Manufacturer:
Gefran S.p.A.
Via Sebina, 74
25050 Provaglio d’Iseo (BS) – Italy

Description: INPUT MAINS REACTOR (S)

to which this declaration relates is in conformity with the following standard(s) or normative document(s)

- EN 61558-2-20 :2011
- EN 50581:2012

and complies with the provisions of the following EC-Directive(s):

- 2014/35/EU and named Low Voltage Directive
- 2011/65/EU and named RoHS Directive

Product use:
These products are not to be operated as independent units. The compliance with the directive can only be granted if installed according to EMC rules. The units are considered only for professional use.
CE marking from: 2005

Date of issue
22/07/2017

Gefran S.p.A.

DMCU BU Manager

[Signature]

This declaration confirms compliance with the named directives but is not a guarantee of any performances. The safety related recommendations of the delivered product documentation have to be observed.